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In the XIX century Russia got on the path of the independent philosophical 

thought expressed by anthropocentricity, historiosophy and adherence to a social 

problematics. In spite of the fact that Russian philosophical thought is presented by 

different currents, pronounced moral stance and constant frontage to destinies of 

Russia have dominated in it while solving different philosophical problems. 

Therefore without the roots of Russian spiritual heritage it is impossible to 

understand the history and soul of Russian people, to comprehend a place and a role 

of Russia in the world civilization. 

In the first quarter of the XIX century the relation Russia-Europe becomes a 

dominant idea of the Russian philosophical thought. 

It is necessary to recognize that opposition "the East (Russia)" – "The West 

(Europe)" was initially set to Russia by the fact that its statehood had been created in 

the east of Europe, whereby it was always the East for Europe, and also by the fact 

that Russia (Rus) entered the historical arena and accepted Christianity, when the 

opposition of churches (Catholic – western and orthodox – east) went full blast, and 

by the fact that Russia had its own East - the steppe with her nomads tribes. 

 Russia was not only at war with those nomads’ tribes, but also began the 

dialogue therefore there was inevitably an ethnic and cultural rapprochement to 
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"paganish". With the view of this geopolitical reality of Russia, V. O. Klyuchevsky 

emphasized that "historically Russia, of course, is not Asia, but geographically it is 

not absolutely Europe. It is a transitional country and the intermediary between two 

worlds. Culture indissolubly connected Russia with Europe, but the nature left 

features and influence on Russia which always attracted its attention to Asia, or 

attracted Asia’s attention to it" [2].  

In other words, initially there was a problem of that choice for Russia which V. 

Solovyev formulated later  – "Russia (Rus)! In high anticipation you are engaged in 

proud thoughts what kind of East would you like to be: The East of Artaxerxes or 

Christ?" 

In the early 30th of the XIX century this question got independent historical tone 

that caused attempts to explain own history from a perspective of "general abstract 

beginnings" which are in the basis of the universe  managing the world. On the basis 

of searching the "general" history beginnings, enculturation to European intellectual 

culture under the influence of the western philosophical systems (Kant, Fichte, 

Schelling, Hegel) the mentality based on confession of human leading role was 

formed.  

The belief in ability of reason to influence a historical and in responsibility of 

the person for the participation in the history – both the country, and all was 

approved. There was a persuasion that intelligence is able to influence on historical 

course of events and that a human is responsible for taking part in the history of own 

country and in the whole mankind. 

It suggested an idea about national and all mankind, as two interconnected and 

supplementing "parameters" of any society development. The national consciousness 

as though passed to a new round of development: unexpectedly belonging to own 

nation being well-deserved and "proportional" to the European level began to “clear 

up”. 

In this connection within an old messianic ideologeme - "Moscow-the third 

Rome" a new thought was issued – about special calling of Russia to serve as a link 
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between the West and the East, between the last  and new century, the confidence that  

XIX century  belonged to Russia matured . 

As the Christianity brought new forces in a growing decrepit classical antiquity, 

so nowadays rescue of Europe is possible only in the case if people with renewed 

strength not burdened by traditions of the European past appear on a scene of history. 

Such people are Russian nation.  The society of people who are fond of wisdom 

headed by the prince V. F. Odoevsky (1803-1869) became a peculiar laboratory of 

this idea formation, and in expanded form the idea was presented in his philosophical 

novel "Russian Nights" (1846) in which the thought of special mission - "Slavic East" 

which was urged to recover the West was approved. "We are put at a boundary of 

two worlds: the real and the future; we are new and fresh; we aren't privy to crimes of 

old Europe; in front of us its strange mysterious drama is played in which the solution 

may be concluded in the depth of the Russian spirit... Don’t be afraid, our brothers of 

mankind! There are no destructive elements in the Slavic East – learn it, and you will 

be assured of it; you will find in us the part of your forces saved and increased, you 

will also find our own forces, unknown for you and which won't be depleted from 

disparting with you"- said  Odoevsky [3]. 

 "Russian nights" Odoevsky formulated at least three ideas: 1) idea of the 

brotherhood common to all mankind, which is reached on the way of world spirit 

progress and its baton is  passed from one nation to another one; 2) the idea that in 

this general movement the West has executed the great cause, and it means the 

beginning of its end; 3) the idea about historical advantage of the lagged behind, 

"fresh", "unhistorical" nations while the Slavic people – Russians can be rightfully 

related to them. 

Pyotr Yakovlevich Chaadayev (1794-1856) came to the similar ideas almost at 

the same time with people who are fond of wisdom and his historiosophical model 

about historical destinies of Russia defined an orientation of domestic philosophy of 

history development for many years to come. The West in its philosophic 

constructions acted as an ideal model, and Russia - as the country which destiny 

didn’t trouble the Foresight and that is why it’s simply "got lost on the Earth". 



Being located between Europe and Asia, Russia belongs to geography rather 

than to history as Chaadayev claimed. It wouldn't deserve any mention in general 

history at all if it hasn’t been stretched from Germany to the Bering Strait and if 

Mongols hordes didn't pass through it threatening Europe. "The truth is that we never 

went together with other nations, we didn't belong to one of known families of 

mankind, neither to the West, nor to the East, we don’t have one of their traditions. 

We are out of time as though, the world education of mankind didn't extend on us ", - 

Chaadayev wrote [4].  

The reasons of people spiritual poverty and country economic backwardness 

Chaadayev saw in a "loss" it in the general history accompanied by a religious and 

national and cultural particularism. This problem became a subject of philosophical 

and religious reflection in his "Philosophic letters". The notionalist tried to find his 

solution in the providentsialism later it was named "social mysticism" by M. O. 

Gershenzon . The sense of history according to his conceptual scheme is defined as 

"divine will" dominating in centuries and taking mankind to its ultimate goal. 

However the foresight doesn't deprive a person to have a choice of freedom, purposes 

and means, putting him thereby in a situation of responsibility. And the brighter 

providentsialism sense of history the higher person’s responsibility for its outcome. 

Thus though the Foresight lies at the heart of the world historical life according 

to Chaadayev as the subject of history all mankind appears or a separate nation being 

its personified part. In this sense there are no historical nations and unhistorical 

nations, but there are nations who beheld His plan and those who didn’t behold His 

plan, who responded and those who didn’t respond to His sign. "Russia, if it only 

comprehends its calling, has to assume an initiative for carrying out all generous 

thoughts because it doesn’t have any attachments, ideas and interests as Europe 

does". Getting back to Odoevsky's idea about advantages of "fresh people" 

Chaadayev formulated his idea about advantages of lagged behind people to whom 

he relegated Russia. 

This idea was very attractive. Later it was repeated almost in the same 

expressions by A.I. Herzen: freedom "from burden of history" makes Russia to be the 
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most ready to revolution because it has got nothing to regret in the past. The same 

system of argumentation was developed by N. A. Dobrolyubov: "Yes, it’s our 

happiness that we entered a field of historical life after other nations... after all our 

way is facilitated, after all our civil development can pass those phases  a little faster 

which were so slowly passed by Western Europe. And the main thing - we can and 

have to go more resolutely and more firmly because we have been already armed 

with experience and knowledge". We can remind that K. Marx agreed with the idea 

of advantage of the lagged behind people in V. Zasulich’s known letter. And later it 

revived in the form of idea - "a weak link break" by V. I. Lenin.  

Thus the Russian historiosophy is obliged to Chaadayev by his problems 

statements which have become cross-cutting in the subsequent decades of its 

development. "And a lot of things from those which have been changed in minds, 

experienced and stated by noble minds of an era - Belinsky, Granovsky, Herzen, K. 

Aksakov, Ives. and P. Kireevskiye, Hamsters, then Samarin, etc., - D. N. Ovsyaniko-

Kulikovsky wrote: it was as though an "answer" to the question which has been 

brought up by Chaadayev. As if in a denial of Chaadayev’s pessimism  the generation 

of remarkable figures appeared, whose intellectual and moral life laid the foundation 

to further development". 

High demands for problems of society’s spiritual life, including questions of 

Russian self-identification are stable in historical and philosophical literature, among 

which the relation to Westernism, Slavophilism  and the theory of "an official 

nationality" are central. Today, in connection with a civilization recognition method 

and the increased interest in clarification of societies’ development features, we 

observe a tendency to contents and value revaluation in  Russian history not only 

Slavophilism, but also theories of "an official nationality". They ceased to be treated 

as "reactionary theories" and took a worthy place in our spiritual heritage. 

In 30-40th of XIXV Russian society made an attempt to solve a self-

identification problem, i.e. to define features of  Russian society and to understand its 

historical destiny. The European liberalism which was accepted at the end of XVIII – 

the beginning of the XIX century by elite culture of Russia as a reference point, a 



certain universal ideal which is necessary to aspire to, underwent criticism and search 

of a national model of a social system caused by a number of circumstances of an 

internal and external order began. 

It is necessary to refer to changes which happened in Europe to external 

circumstances. Instead of  XYIII century of the ideal society based on a reasonable 

basis and putting into practice great slogans of freedom promised by educators, 

equality and a brotherhood, capitalism of the XIX century became reality with his 

barefaced thirst of a profit and indifference to those who didn't succeed in fight for 

existence. 

It led to that for the Russian society the ideal of Europe, long time serving as a 

development reference point, grew dull. Having looked at the world from other 

positions, the considerable part of educated Russia began to look for ideals in other 

place, for example in its own past. Keeping this way both imperial autocracy and part 

of the expressing discontent intellectuals known under the name of Slavophiles went. 

The second group of circumstances is connected with experience of Russia’s 

historical development. As regular attempts to reform it to the European samples, 

undertaken in previous century and at the beginning of the XIX century by a ruling 

dynasty, as in the first revolutionary experience – Decembrist uprising were 

unsuccessful and led to awareness of need to look for other ways, than those offered 

by the European option of modernization. The victory of the Russian weapon in war 

with Napoleon strengthened national pride, consolidated society and acted as 

incentive in search of the way of development. 

The third group of circumstances is caused by changes in the culture of society. 

The social carrier of the Russian elite culture was transformed: near the nobleman 

rather confidently the cultural space is occupied by the commoner who democratizes 

spiritual life of Russia and more and more gives it a national shade. In consideration 

of time it coincided with that stage of the dialogue of European and Russian cultures 

when the Russian culture began to leave a condition of  only a host state, started 

approving the importance to apply for the independent post in the cultural world and 



to expand space of the influence. Not incidentally the 20th years of the XIX century 

are considered to be the "Golden Age" in the Russian national culture. 

The fourth group of the reasons is caused by the beginning of capitalist 

modernization of Russia which brought not only technical progress but also the mass 

psychological discomfort connected with processes of urbanization, proletarization, 

society marginalization. The social structure changed, new social groups and classes 

were formed. As mass of people fell away from steady systems of collective 

representations it is always accompanied by degradation of morals, rise in crime, 

alcoholism, hooliganism, senseless cruelty. It was urgently required to provide entry 

of new elements of life into a steady picture of the world of the traditional mass 

person. It is better to make these changes having given an old look to new things and 

therefore make it habitual and clear. Thus creating an industrial society i.e. carrying 

out a universal tendency of development at the same time Russia strengthened the 

orientation to traditional cultural values. 
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